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ARMS CONTROLVERIFICATION
AND OTHERGAMESINVOLVING
IMPERFECTDETECTION
DONALD WITTMAN
Universityof California
Santa Cruz
1 his articlepresentsan analysisof the strategicbehaviorof countries when there is imperfectverificationof an arms control agreement.It provides a
frameworkfor determiningwhether an arms control agreementis desirable, shows
which factors are needed for the agreementto be maintainedin the absence of thirdpartyenforcers,and developspropositionsrelatingchangesin verificationcapabilitiesto
changesin the likelihoodof cheatingand the use of verificationtechnology. Thesepropositions yield severalparadoxesof information(for example,the betterthe verification
technology, the less often it will be employed). Since the analysis incorporatesboth
simultaneousand sequentialmoves by the players, it provides new insightsinto other
appliedareas as well as game theory.

No issue has loomed larger in Soviet-American
arms control negotiations than verification.
-Martin Einhorn, Gordon Kane,
and Miroslav Nincic
Verification stands as the litmus test by which
arms control agreements are assessed.
-William Potter

An arms control
agreementinvolves the risk that one side's
cheatingmay go undetectedby the other
side; a situation of no arms control involves a differenttype of risk. I providea
game theory analysis of how each side
acts in the presenceof such risks.
Whatissuesdeterminewhetheran arms
control agreement is possible? While
much of the extensive literatureon arms
controlsuggeststhat the answerlies in the
technological characteristicsof verification, I arguethat the technologyof verification is just one part of a much more
inclusive analysis that starts with the

objectiveof each side. Clearlycheatingon
the arms control agreement is not the
objective of the other side. Rather the
likelihood of cheating depends (among
other things)on the costs to the potential
cheater of being caught, the benefits of
not being caught, and the probabilityof
being caught.
Evenwithout the game theory analysis,
importantinsights can be gained by putting the cost-benefitassumptionsin a formal framework.By explicitlylaying one's
cards on the table, the limits of one's
assumptionscan be more readily understood than in a less formal analysis. For
example, by exploring the possibility
that the other side may want to exaggerateits offensiveand defensivecapabilities, I challengethe assumptionimpliedin
much published work that it tends to
underreportits strength. FurthermoreI
show that it is not justa simpleset of costs
and benefitsof cheatingthat mustbe considered but a matrix array (at least five
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payoff pairs). Hence, any empirical or
intuitive discussion must discuss the
whole range of issues presentedhere. For
example, in discussing the feasibility of
an arms control agreementit is necessary
to estimate the cost to each side should
one side incorrectlybelieve that the other
side has cheated (an issue heretofore
neglected).
The discussionof verificationcapabilities has often been the domain of natural
scientists. Here I bring politics back into
the analysis. I show that verification is
not a fixed pair of probabilities-that of
mistakenly believing the other side has
beenhonestand that of mistakenlybelieving the otherside has cheated(type 2 and
type 1 errors)-but rathera continuumof
probabilitypairs. Even if the verification
technology cannot be altered to provide
differenttype 1 and type 2 errorcombinations, the responseto the output from the
monitoringequipmentcan be. The detector (the country being cheated against)
may choose differentlevels of evidencein
which to respond.Thus the likelihood of
the country making a type 1 or type 2
erroris not merelya technologicalcharacteristic of the equipmentbut instead depends criticallyon the political response.
An importantpart of the cost-benefit
calculations is the determinationof the
likelihoodof,cheatingand the probability
that cheatingwill be observed. But these
probabilitiesare determinedby the joint
behavior of both sides: the likelihood of
cheating depends on the probability of
being observed, which depends on the
likelihood of cheating. The game theory
analysis allows us to disentangle these
interwovenstrategies.
Since an armscontrol agreementis not
enforceableby a thirdparty, one needsto
ask why an agreement to go back to
earlierlevelswould be self-enforcingif the
previous level was not self-enforcingin
the absenceof an agreement.I providethe
frameworkof analysisto answerthis fundamentalquestion.
924

Moregenerally,I providean analysisof
behavior when information (regarding
performance)is imperfectand both sides
can act strategically.Hence, this theory
may also be usefully applied to other
areas, such as analyzing agreementsbetween OPEC countries, determiningthe
optimal punishmentfor crimes, and predicting strategic behavior between Congress and the presidency.
The analysis not only provides new
insights into applied areas such as arms
control but also yields new perspectives
on game theory as theory. In the context
of a game, if one side (the detector)
monitorsthe other side'spostrandomized
choice, the game is turnedfrom a simultaneouschoicegameto a sequentialgame,
with the detector making its move after
observing(perhapsimperfectly)the other
player's move. The reward structureis
considerablydifferent in sequential and
simultaneousgames. I develop a gametheoretic model incorporatingboth sequential and simultaneousmoves by the
players.1
I introducethe concept of a simultaneous sequentialgame in the context of a
zero-sumgame. I demonstratethat if the
detection equipmentis less than perfect,
the detector'soptimal strategymay be to
ignore the detection equipment.2I show
that this strategyis equivalentto a simultaneous game where the detector sometimeschooses to act contraryto one of the
signals. In turn, this is equivalentto the
detector'stradingoff a higherrate of type
2 error for a lower rate of type 1 error.
Then I model an arms control agreement
as a nonconstantsum game. I give mathematical precisionto some of the implicit
assumptionsmadein the literatureregarding the costs and benefitsof armscontrol.
I derive propositions relating the likelihood of cheatingand the optimal use of
the monitoringequipmentto the accuracy
of the monitor and show that the greater
the accuracyof the monitor,the less likely
it will be used. I also determinethe condi-
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Table 1. The Simultaneous-Sequential Game
SimultaneousGame
(C Does Not Lookat Detector)
C AssumesR C AssumesR
Chose Row 1 Chose Row 2
Row

(C,, C1)

(C2, C2)

1

X,,

x12

SequentialGame
(C Looksat Detector)
PureStrategy
(C,,

PX11 + (1

-

MixedStrategy
(VC, +

C2)

[1 -

P)X12
+ (1

2

X21

X22

QX22+ (1

-

Q)X21

VC2, WC2 + [1

-

NC)

P[VX1I + (1 - V)X121
- P)[WX12 + (1 - W)X11]

Q[WX22+ (1 - W)X21j
+ (1-Q)[VX21 + (1 - V)X22]

Note: R maximizes.X12,X21 > X22,X11.C minimizes.

tions for an armscontrolagreementto be
feasible. Then I consider the conditions
whereby an arms control agreementcan
produce an equilibriumeven though the
reduced level of armaments is not a
Cournotequilibriumin the absenceof an
agreement.Essentially,the answer lies in
the creationof a new matrixof outcomes
generatedby the agreement.In particular,
I show the importantrole of verification.
Finally,I extendthe resultsto other areas
includingthe punishmentof criminalsand
the monitoringof agents.
Beyond these specificresults, I createa
framework of analysis for investigating
arms control. I suggest some important
issues to consider and appropriatequestions to ask and delineate some key
parametersthat scientistsof armscontrol
should estimate and policy makersmust
determine.Thusthe theorypresentedhere
creates a researchagenda for future empiricalwork and a list of criticalissuesfor
future commentaryon the topic of arms
control.3

sequentialapproachand choosinga point
on the type 1-type 2 trade-offcurve. Because this section is devoted to constantsum detector games, it is not appropriate for analyzing arms control, which
is more accurately characterizedas a
non-constant-sumgame. However, the
analysishere serves as an importantstepping-stone to the more complex nonconstant-sumgame and is valuable on its
own termsfor bringinginsightto issuesof
detectionin constant-sumgames.
In order to make the logic as clear as
possible I first consider the simultaneous
game (no detection). The normal form
representationof the simultaneousgame
comprisesthe first two columns in Table
1. I assume that R (row) maximizes, C
(detector)minimizes,and X12,X21> X11,
X22. Thus, no one row (or column)in the
simultaneous game dominates another
row (column).4 The extensiveformis consideredin AppendixA.
We will now turn our attention to the
sequentialgame. If R choosesRi (possibly
after a randomizeddraw from a mixed
strategy between rows 1 and 2), there is
The Simultaneous-Sequential
some probabilitythat C will detectthat R
has made this choice before C makes its
Methodology in the Context of
choice (or while C can still alter its
Constant-Sum Detector Games
choice). Lettingaobe the signalthatRj has
I present the simultaneous-sequential been chosen, the probabilityof the monigame, demonstratethat imperfectdetec- toring equipment'ssignaling that Rj has
tion leads to mixed strategies,and show
been chosenwhen R has chosenRi will be
the equivalencebetweenthe simultaneous denotedby Prob(urIR1).The probabilities
925
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of correct and incorrect detection given
differing strategy choices (Ri) by R are
then definedas follows:5
Prob(urIR1) = P; Prob(u2IRj)
= 1 - P; Prob(u2IR2) =Q;
Prob(,I R2) = 1 - Q.
I assume that 1 > P. Q > 1/2. Since
thereare only two choices, the detectoris
better than a blind guess. It is possible
that P (theprobabilityof correctdetection
when row 1 is chosen) and Q (the probability of correct detectionwhen row 2 is
chosen)differ.Forexample,row 1 may be
a maintenancein armaments,while row 2
may be an increasein the level of armaments. It may be hard to detect an increasein arms, in which case the detector
has a high likelihood of mistakenly attributingrow 1 (armsmaintenance)when
row 2 (arms increase) is true. However
when row 1 (arms maintenance)is the
case, attributing row 2 (arms increase)
may be very unlikely.6
The sequentialgame, as the name implies, involves a sequence. R chooses a
row (R1). C is not able to observe this
choice;however, the detectionequipment
emits a noisy signal (a1 or a2), which C is
able to observe.C then choosesa strategy,
Cj (in the sequentialgame the Cj are conditional on the observationof the signal
and stand for the columns in the simultaneous game). The resulting outcomes
are denotedby Xy.
We are now ready to incorporatethe
possibility of detection (with error) into
an expandedgamematrix(cols. 3 and 4 in
Table 1). Column3 representspayoffs of
the sequentialgamewhen C (the detector)
undertakesthe following pure strategy:if
the signal indicates that R1 has been
chosen (thatis, a1 is observed),C chooses
C1;if the signalindicatesthat R2has been
chosen, C chooses C2. At the top of column 3 the vector C1, C2 representsC's
responseto signals a1 and a2, respectively.7 It should be noted that Ci is Cs best
926

responseto Ri since X12, X21 > X22, X11.8
When R chooses R1, 100P% of the time
the detectorwill yield the correct signal,
a,, that R has indeed chosen R1. If C
chooses Ci in response to aj, 100P% of
the time the outcome will be X11, and
100(1 - P) % of the time the outcomewill
be X12.Hence, the outcome is that represented in the first row of column 3. A
similaranalysiswill yield the second row
of column3. Note that column3 involves
sequentialmoves by C after R has made
its postrandomizedchoice but that the
decision whether to use column 3 in the
first place is made simultaneouslywithor in the absenceof informationaboutR's decision. Thus, the decision to act
sequentiallyis made simultaneously.The
first two columnsin Table 1 representthe
simultaneousgame, while the third column represents the sequential game.
Hence, the first 3 columns represent a
simultaneous-sequential
game.
Column4 representsthe outcomeof the
sequential game when C (the detector)
may act contrary to the detector by
undertakinga mixed strategyin response
to a signal. V is the probability of Cs
choosing C1 and 1 - V is the probability
of Cs choosing C2 when a1 is observed;
while W is the probabilityof Cs choosing
C2 and 1 - W is the probabilityof C's
choosing C1 when a2 is observed. Looking at row 1, column 4, when R chooses
R1, C will observe a1 with probabilityP;
and given that a1 has been observed, C
will choose C1 (yielding outcome X11)
with probability V and will choose C2
(yielding outcome X12)with probability
1 - V. There is also a probability of
1 - P that C will observe a2 when R
chooses R1. Given that a2 has been observed, the outcome will be X12 with
probability W and X11 with probability
1 - W. At the top of column4, the vector
VC1 + (1-V)C2, WC2 + (1-W)C1
representsC's response to signals a, and
a2, respectively.
Eachof the first threecolumnsin Table
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1 are specialcases of column4. If V,W =
1, column4 is equivalentto column3; if V
= 0 and W = 1, column 4 is equivalent to
column 2; and if V = 1 and W = 0, column 4 is equivalentto column 1. Thus,
column 4, the sequentialgame where C
may act contraryto the signal, spans the
same space as columns 1, 2 and 3, the
game (the simulsimultaneous-sequential
taneouspart is that C may ignorethe signal entirely;the sequentialpart that if C
makes use of the signal, it will never act
contrary).
1. C's optimalstrategy is a
PROPOSITION

mixedstrategy.
Proof. Accordingto Nash (1951)an equilibriumexists. If either0 < V < 1 or 0 <
W < 1, column 4 is a mixed strategy.
Note that in columns1, 2, and 3 and rows
1 and 2 no pure strategy equilibrium
exists. Therefore,there must be a mixed
strategyequilibrium.Thus, if column3 is
used (as part of Cs mixed strategy), it
must be used with probabilityless than 1;
and if column 4 is used, column 4 itself
involves mixed strategies.QED.
2. A mixed strategy bePROPOSITION

tween columns1 and 3 yields an equivalent outcome to the mixed strategy
within column4 (when V = 1); while a
mixedstrategybetweencolumns2 and
3 yields an equivalentoutcome to the
mixedstrategywithin column4 (when
W = 1). These mixed strategies are
superior to any other mixed strategy.
The optimal strategy by row also involves a mixedstrategy.
The proof is in AppendixB. HereI will
providethe intuition.Proposition2 states
that an optimal strategy by C requires
that some percentageof the time, eitherC
acts contraryto one (and only one) of the
signals emanating from its detection
equipmentor (equivalently)C ignoresits
detection equipment entirely (and acts
without any knowledge of the signal).9
927

The intuition for the equivalence result
can be establishedvia an example. Looking at Table 1, considerthe case where C
chooses column 1 with probability.1 and
column3 with probability.9. If R chooses
R1, X1, will occur with probability .1 +
.9P; if R chooses R2, X22will occur with
probability .9Q. I will now comparethis
to the resultwhereC chooses column4, V
= 1, and W = .9. Lookingat column4, if
R chooses R1, X1i will occur with proba= .1 + .9P; if
bility P + (1-P)(1-.9)
R chooses R2, X22will occur with probability .9Q. Hence, both methods lead to
the same result. The decision to not use
the monitor has nothing to do with its
being costly to use in the conventional
sense, for I have not assumed that there
is a cost (in man-hours,for example) to
using it.
The idea of a mixed strategy equilibriummay be a hardpill to swallow. However, I will now show that it is equivalent
to a pure strategy equilibriumwhen the
monitoringtechnologyis allowed to vary
in a specified way. I have characterized
the errorpossibilitiesas being (1 - P) and
(1 - Q). Thesecan be seen as parameters
for a family of type 1 and type 2 errors,
respectively. For example, consider a
smoke alarm, where smoke is row 2 and
no smoke is row 1. The probabilityof the
alarm going off when there is no smoke
(type 1 error)is 1 - P; while the probability of the alarmnot going off when there
is smoke (type 2 error)is 1 - Q. A smoke
alarmcan be adjustedso that it is less sensitive to particlesin the air. In this way,
the probabilityof a type 1 error(thelikelihood of the alarmgoing off when thereis
no fire) is reduced.However, this adjustment will increase the probability of a
type 2 error. Hence an adjustablesmoke
alarm is a trade-offcurve between type 1
and type 2 errorsratherthan a point (1 P, 1 - Q). Figure1 is a kinkedlineartype
1-type 2 error trade-offcurve, the set of
points being (W[1 - P], 1 - QW)for 0
c W cl and (1- PV, V[1 - Q]) for 0
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to the detectionequipment,and (3) choosing a particularpoint on the type 1-type 2
(kinked line) trade-off curve. I will now
concentrateon the simultaneous-sequential approachwhere C may at timesmake
choices in the absenceof knowledgeconcerning the detector. While my analysis
will be in termsof "ignoringthe detector,"
the readermay choose to substitute"go
contrary to the detector"or "choose a
higherrate of type 2 error."

Figure1. The Type 1-Type 2
ErrorTrade-offCurve

- PI

1-Q_
1 0

W

-Q

-

The Matrix of Outcomes in
Non-constant-Sum Arms Control
Detector Game

( - PV,V11- 0])

0

1-P

1

Note: The vertical axis is the probability of a type 2
error; the horizontal axis is the probability of a type
1 error.

c V c 1. If W = 1, the probability of

type 1 error(giventhat R has chosenrj) is
1 - P, while the probabilityof a type 2
error(given that R has chosen r2) is 1 Q; that is, we are at the kink. If W = 0
(that is, C chooses a monitoringtechnology that always callsfor C1to be chosen),
the probabilityof a type 1 error is zero
and the probability of a type 2 error
(given R2) is 1 (upperleft-handcornerof
the graph).If the trade-offcurveis the one
depictedin Figure1, we have the sameset
of options as in column4, Table 2 (for V
= 1, the probability of a type 1 error,
X,2, is W[1 - P] and the probabilityof a
type 2 error,X21, is Q[1 - WI + 1 - Q
= 1

-

QW). However, W is no longer a

randomized strategy but instead represents a particulartechnologychoice along
the type 1-type 2 trade-offcurve.10
I have considered three alternative
viewpoints that on closer inspection are
equivalent. These are (1) ignoring the
detection equipment, (2) going contrary
928

The simultaneous-sequential framework can be used to analyze any game. I
concentrateon armscontrol. It is not easy
to model arms control as a game. The
ordinal relationshipsI posit are reasonable, but argumentscan be madefor other
rankings.Considerthe expressedfear that
the otherside may cheatin the presenceof
an armscontrolagreement.Eachside may
try to convince the other that it has reducedits weaponrywhen it has in fact not
done so. In particular,a side that intends
to attack will underreportits armaments,
hoping to lull the other side into a false
sense of security. However, arguments
can be made for lying in the other direction as well. A country that fears attack
will exaggerate its armaments, thereby
hoping to dissuade the other side from
attacking." Exaggerationmay also help
an aggressorcountry get its way without
resortingto war. I will rule out exaggeration because underreporting of armaments is the perceived concern in arms
control. In particular,if there is no arms
control agreement,I assume that neither
R nor C has surreptitiouslyreduced its
armaments.

The players have two games: (1) no
arms control and (2) arms control, encompassinga possible return to a situa-
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Table 2. The Arms Control Game
SimultaneousGame
(C Does Not Look
at Detector)
C Assumes C Assumes
R Chose
R Chose
Arms Control Row 1
Row 2
Game
(C1, C1)
(C2,C2)

SequentialGame
(C Looksat Detector)

PureStrategy
(C1, C2)

Mixed Strategy
(VC1+ [1 - V]C2,WC2+ [1 -WCI)

Row 1:
Livesup
to Arms
Control
Agreement

PX11 + (1 -P)X

,

P[VX11 + (1 - V)X-]
+ (1 - P)[WX55 + (1 - WX11],

Py1 + (1 -P)Y53

P[VY11 + (1

+ (1 -P)[WY33

-

V)YW ]

+ (1--

Y11]

Row 2:
Cheatson
Arms
Control
Agreement

PX33 + (1-

P)X21,

PY55 + (1 -P)Y21

Note: X2I > X11 > X33 > X53 > X55

P[VX- + (1 - V)X21]
+ (1 - P)[VX21 + (1 - WX3
P[VY-- + (1 - V)Y21]
+ (1 - P)[tVY21 + (1 - W)Y55]

Y11 > Y33 > Y-3 > Y21.

tion of no armscontrol (see Tables2 and
3). If R announcesthat it has not reduced
its armaments(that is, there is no arms
controlagreement),C knows that the noarms-control-agreementgame is being
played. If R announcesthat it has reduced
armaments,C knows that R has chosen
eitherrow 1 or row 2 in the armscontrol
game. The arms control game is played
only if both sides have a higherexpected
payoff underthe armscontrol game than
that undera situationof no armscontrol.
Withinthe armscontrolgame, R has two
pure strategiesavailable,and C has three
(columns1, 2 and 3).
To simplify, I assume that C is honest
with regard to arms control (perhapsR
has a perfectdetector, and any violation
of the agreementby C will be detected).
929

Thus, Cs decisionregardingarmscontrol
is implicitlybuilt into both matrices(see
Table2). If R has not agreedto armscontrol, neither has C, and the outcome is
X33, Y33 in the no-arms-control game
matrix.If R has agreedto armscontrol, C
has also agreedto armscontrol, and there
is no cheating on the agreementby C in
the arms control game matrix. In Appendix C the completely symmetricalcase,

Table 3. No Arms Control Game
No Arms Control
Game
R

C
X33,

Y33
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with both sides detectingand having the
option of cheating,is investigated.
I assumethat in the armscontrol game
if C chooses C2 (C "believes"that R has
cheated), the situation reverts to that of
no armscontrol.12To simplifythe discussion I assumethat P = Q.
Looking mainly at the first two columns (the simultaneouspart) of the arms
control game in Table 2, I make the
following additional assumptions (concentratingat first mainly on R).
1. Xi, > X33and Y11> Y33;

(1)

that is, there exists some arms reduction agreementthat if fully enforced
and maintained, would make both
sides betteroff. 3

would be worse for R than never having had arms control in the first place,
althoughfor the most partthe outcome
would be similar to the outcome if
there had never been arms control.
Therefore, to characterizethis stream
of events I will use the notationX-3 (<
X33).

4. X-3 > X-3. If R has indeedlived up to
the armscontrol agreementbut C mistakenlybelievesthat R has violated the
agreement,once again the outcome is
basically similar to that of no arms
control. However, the difference in
level of armamentsbetween the two
states of the world is greaterthan if R
had actually cheatedand been caught.
Therefore, I connote the outcome by
X-3-3(< X-33).16

2. X21 > X1,. R prefersX21 (not reducing

armsat all or not to the level stipulated
in the agreementbut having C believe
it has reduced arms to the stipulated
level) over X1, (reducing armaments
and having C believe it). I make this
assumptionsince this is the perceived
problem in arms control-that the
countrygainsby cheatingon the agreement if it can avoid detection.14

When C detectsa violation
before R can benefit from it (by employing strategyC1, C2 of the sequential game and observing 2) or acts as if
a violation has occurred(by employing
strategy C2, C2 in the simultaneous
game), the outcome is very similar to
the outcome when there is no arms
control agreement,X33, except for an
initial difference.15 For example, if
arms control meansdestructionof easily detected armaments by R but R
cheats and fails to reduce arms that
cannot be easily detected, going back
to a situation of no arms control implies that R will be replacingthe recently destroyed arms. Under this characterization R's cheating and being
caught before it can gain any benefit

3. X3 <

X33.

930

5. 0 < Y21< Yij(for ij * 21). This concerns C's preferences.The worst outcome for C is to believe that (or act as
if) R has lived up to an arms control
agreementwhen R has actuallycheated
on the agreement. Once again (but
now looking from the viewpoint of C),
this is the perceivedfear.17
6.

Y33 > Yy3. C prefersno arms control
over the following streamof events:an
initial arms control agreement,believing that R has cheated, and a resulting
dissolution of the agreement.The line
of reasoningfollows that for R. Thus,
for example, destructionand replacement of arms is more costly to C than
is not destroying them in the first
place.18

The arms control game has four columns. Columns1 and 2 are the simultaneous game; columns 3 and 4 are the sequential game. Column 4 is the mixed
strategyresponseto signalsaj. In column
3, V = W = 1; hence, column3 is a pure
strategy response to signals vi and a
special case of column 4.19
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choose row 2, since X-3 > X3. X-3 < X33
and Yy3 < Y33. Therefore, both R and C

Equilibriumin Arms Control
Detector Games
The OptimalStrategy
I now determine each side's optimal
strategy under an arms control agreement. I will forego the tediousproof that
column4 (with V = 1) is equivalentto a
mixed strategybetweencolumns1 and 3;
and insteadignorecolumn4 in the analysis. The reader is free to substitute the
words "C acts contraryto the signal that
R has cheated"or "C chooses a higher
type 1 errorrate"for the phrase"Cacts in
the absence of knowledge regardingthe
detectionequipmentand assumes that R
has not cheated."
In the followingpropositionI show that
any arms control agreement involves
some chancethat R will cheat and that C
will choose to increasethe probabilityof a
type 1 errorby at timesignoringevidence
of cheatingby R. I also show that an arms
control agreementis impossibleif R can
improveits welfareby cheatingwhen C is
using the monitor.

would preferno arms control agreement
to such a pure strategyequilibrium.It is
quite easy to establishthat no other pure
strategy Nash equilibrium exists. The
only other pure strategyavailableto R is
to choose row 1. Cs best choice, given
row 1, is to choose column1; but R'sbest
choice, given column 1, is to choose row
2. Thus no other pure strategy equilibrium exists. Since R, as well as C, prefers
no arms control to the outcome of an
arms control equilibriumin pure strategies, if an arms control agreementexists,
a mixed strategy equilibrium must be
possible. 20
Proof of Part 2. 21 A necessary condition

for a mixed strategy equilibriumis that
row 2 does not dominaterow 1. SinceX21
> Xn1and X-3 > X-3, a necessarycondition for a randomizedequilibriumis that
the reverserelationshipholds for column
3: P(X11)+ (1 - P)X3 > P(X'13)+ (1 P)X21;that is, when C uses (only) the imperfectmonitor (column3), the expected
utility to R is greaterwhen R is honest
3. If the detection equip- than when it cheats on the arms control
PROPOSITION
agreement. From now on I will assume
ment is less thanperfect(1/2 < P = Q
that these necessaryand sufficientcondicontrol
arms
the
< 1), it holds that (1)
agreement game has a unique pure tions exist. Note that for P = .5 theseconstrategyequilibrium,and R and C pre- ditions are not satisfiedand that as P infer the no-arms-controloutcome over creases, these conditions are more likely
this purestrategyequilibrium;(2) there to be satisfied. Thus the quality of the
exists a mixed strategy equilibrium monitoring may play an important role
underan armscontrolagreementif and in the feasibility of an arms control
only if P(X11)+ (1 - P)XT3> P(X13) agreement.22
+ (1 - P)X21,that is, when C uses the
detector, R's expectedutility is higher Proof of Part 3. I will provide the underwhenR is honest;(3) C prefersno arms lying intuitionfor the proof (see Wittman
control to any equilibrium that in- 1987 for the details). In a mixed strategy
equilibrium,randomizationby R makesC
cludes(C2, CZ).
indifferentbetween the two columns it
has chosen for its mixed strategy. If col2
a
is
pure
column
1.
Row
2,
Proof of Part
umn 2 is one of C's choices, C can expect
strategyequilibrium.If R chooses row 2,
Cs best strategy is to choose column 2
Y-S3-, which is less than the outcome if
there is no arms control agreement(Y33).
since YT3 > Y21by assumption. If C
Y would not enter into this
Therefore,
is
to
strategy
best
chooses column 2, R's
931
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agreementin the first place. QED
Thus, if thereis an armscontrol agreement, it involves a mixedstrategyequilibrium with C sometimesnot observingits
monitoringequipmentand assumingthat
R has been honest (C is choosinga greater
rate of type 1 errors).Proposition3 may
provide an explanationfor why one side
may choose to ignore information that
appears to show that the other side has
violated the agreement.
The Effectof MonitoringQuality
on C and R's Behavior
So far the focus has been on the existence or nonexistenceof particularpure
and mixed strategy equilibria. We now
turn our attention towards comparative
statics in order to discover the relationships between the quality of the monitoring device, the costs and benefits to the
players, and the equilibriumstrategies.
LetK -(Yy3

Y21)/(Y11- Yb3).

-

(2)

Note that in the first two columns in
Table 2, K is the ratio of Cs loss from
mistakenly believing that R has been
honest to C's loss from mistakenlybelieving that R has been dishonest.With honesty by R as the null hypothesis, K is the
ratio of the loss from a type 2 errorto that
from a type 1 error.
Let c1 stand for the probabilityof Cs
choosing column 1 and r1 stand for the
probabilityof R's choosingrow 1.
(la) As K increases,so
does r1 (the probabilityof R's choosing
row 1, not cheating);(b) As K - 0, r1

PROPOSITION4.

-0;

(c) At K = 1, r1 = P (the proba-

bility that the detector is correct);(d)
As K

-

xo, ri

-

1; (2) As P increases,

so does rl.

The proof is in Appendix D. Here I will
providethe explanationand the intuition.
I first consider part 1. At a CournotNash equilibrium,Cs optimizingstrategy
932

makes R indifferent between the rows,
and R's optimizingstrategy makes C indifferent between the columns. C is
choosingbetweencolumns1 and 3 and in
equilibriumis indifferentbetween them
(see Table2). If Y21decreases(therebyincreasing K) and R does not change its
equilibriumstrategy,C will prefercolumn
3 (since C's expected utility is reduced
only by r2(1- P) times the changein Y21
when C choosescolumn3 insteadof being
reduced by r2-times-the-change-in-Y21
when C chooses column 1). Therefore,in
orderto make C once againindifferent,R
increasesits probabilityof choosing row
1, thereby increasingC's expectedutility
from choosing column 1 (relativeto column 3). Hence, in equilibrium,R acts like
an altruist-as the relativecost to C from
R's cheating increases(i.e., K increases),
the probability of R's cheating decreases
in orderto maintainC's indifferenceas to
the choice of column.
When K < 1 (that is, when the cost to
C of mistakenlybelievingthat R has been
honest is relatively low), the probability
of R's cheating (1 - r1) will be greater
than the probabilityof Cs monitorbeing
incorrect(1 - P); and when K is greater
than 1, the probabilityof R'sbeinghonest
(r1)will be greaterthan the probabilityof
C's monitorbeing correct(P). 3When Y33
is approximatelyequalto Yy3,an approximate rule of thumb is that r1 > P if the
outcome under a situation of no arms
control is closer to that when R is honest
and C believesR has been honest than to
that when R cheats on an arms control
agreementcontraryto C's belief.
Now I turn to part 2. When the quality
of Cs detectorimproves, R will be more
likely to be honest. The logic is best
understood by again starting with the
equilibriumoutcome where C is initially
indifferent between columns 1 and 3.
When the quality of the detector improves, the expected payoff to C from
using the detector(column3) increases.If
R did not alterits strategy,C would prefer
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column 3. Therefore, R makes C indifferentby increasingthe probabilityof R's
not cheating(that is, increasingr1).
I next considerthe relationshipbetween
Pand c.
PRoPOSInON5. As P (the quality of the

monitor) increases,1 - c1 (the likelihood of C's using the monitor) decreases; (2) The smaller

X33

and

X-3

are, the less likely C will use its detector and the more likely it will assume
that R has been honest, that is, when a
terminationof the arms control agreementsignificantlyreducesR'sutility, C
is more likely to assume that R has
been honest-c1 increases; (3) The
greaterthe payoff to R from cheating
and not getting caught, the greaterthe
probabilitythat C will use its monitor;
that is, as X21 increases, c1 decreases.

The proofs are in Appendix E. Part 1
states that the better the detectionequipment, the less likely the detectorwill use it
and the more likely the detectorwill implicitly assume that the other side is
honest by undertakingstrategy C1, C1.
The explanationfor this counterintuitive
result is that when C's detection equipment improves,R's optimal strategyis to
be honest more often (as demonstratedin
proposition4); thus C can partially take
advantage of this increased honesty by
assumingthat R has been honest.
The game theory logic for part 2 is that
if R has more to lose from a failureof the
armscontrolagreement,C makesR indifferent between the two strategies by
assumingmore often that R is honest. For
part 3, a gain to R from cheatingand getting away with it results in C's lowering
the probabilityof R'sassumingthat C has
not cheated.
The Conditionsfor an Arms Control
AgreementTo Be Possible

necessary condition for an arms control
agreementis that both sides be better off
than under no agreement.2
AThe conditions for an armscontrolagreementyielding greaterexpected utility to R than no
arms control are containedin the following proposition.
PROPOSITION
6. If PX11 + (1 -P)XT3

The proof is in Appendix F. Since I
have assumedthat P > 1/2 and thatX-3is
relatively close to X33, this condition is
likely to be met.
Not surprisingly,the conditionsfor Cs
enteringinto an arms control agreement
are more complex,as can be seen in proposition 7.
7. For an arms control equiPROPOSITION

librium to be preferredby C to the
equilibriumunderno armscontrol, the
following inequalitymust hold:
YT3(KP+ P) + (1 - 2P)Y212 y33.
1-P + PK
The proof is found in Appendix G. In
order to get a feel for the conditions implied by this inequality I will consider
some polar cases. It is easy to establish
that an arms control agreementis impossible when the monitoring equipmentis
no better than a blind guess (i.e., P =
1/2). At P = 1/2, the left side of the inequality in proposition 7 reducesto YT3.
is less than Y33by assumption.At P
Y-S3= 1, an armscontrol agreementis always
possible. LettingP = 1 and makinguse of
the definitionfor K (equation2), the left
side of the inequalityreducesto
Y33 +

Y3

Y21

= Y-3

K

Now I turn to the most criticalissue: Is
an arms control agreementpossible? A
933

>

X33,R prefersthe arms controlequilibrium to the outcome when there is no
arms control.

+ (Y-Y3-- Y21)(

Y,

a,)-Y
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=

Y11 > Y33,

by assumption.
Finally,at
K-Y-3

-3Y2

1

Y11 -Y3

the left side of the inequalityreducesto
Y33 + (2P

-

1)(Y3

Y21) = Y3

+ (2P - 1)(Y11-Y3)
Thus, for a P = .75, any differentialbetween Y11and Y3 greaterthan twice the
differentialbetweenY33and Y3 will mean
that Cs expected utility under an arms
control agreementequilibriumis greater
than Cs expectedutility when thereis no
arms control.
The inequalityrelationshipin proposition 7 may also provide insight into the
effect of increasedarmamentreduction.
With fewer armaments remaining, Y21
(the cost to C of mistakenlybelievingthat
R has been honest)is likely to increase.In
turn, this reducesthe left-handside of the
inequalityin proposition7 as Y21is multiplied by (1 - 2P), a negative number.
Hencethe need for improvedverification.
Yet this is not the complete story as the
left-handside of the inequality also suggests that we must consider other variables, such as the costs of a failed disarmament treaty, in decidingwhetheran arms
control agreementis possible.
It has been demonstratedthat any arms
control agreementin which detection is
less than perfect involves some strictly
positive probability of R's cheating and
some strictly positive probability of C's
not paying attention to its detection
equipment(C1, C1 is chosen with probability greater than 0). Even though the
probability of undetectedcheating's occurringis greaterthan zero, an armscontrol agreementis appropriatefor R and C
if the expectedutilityis greaterthanunder
a situationof no armscontrol. The possi934

bility of undetectedcheatingis not a sufficient reason for not having an arms control agreement. As in other areas, the
expected costs and benefits must be
weighed. To quote PresidentKennedy's
message to the Senate (1963) regardinga
nuclear test ban: "The risks of detection
outweigh the potential gains from violation, and the risk to the United States
from such violation is outweighedby the
riskof a continuedunlimitednucleararms
race."i2 An example of this thinkingcan
be found in the U.S.-Soviet treaty prohibiting nuclearundergroundtests above
150 kilotons. It is impossible to distinguish between 153 kilotons and 147,
but such minorcheatingwould have little
effect on the balanceof power.26

Self-enforcing Agreements
An arms control agreement between
two superpowers is not enforced by a
third party. Why, then, should there be
an arms control agreementequilibriumif
there is no equilibriumat that level of
armamentsin the absenceof an armscontrol agreement?To put the problem in
concreteterms, If an arms control agreement puts both partiesback to the level of
armamentsthat each had two years previously, what forcesexist now (whichdid
not exist previously)to maintainthe equilibrium level of armamentsat the twoyear-old level? Here I will provide some
of the possible explanations.
The arms control equilibriummay be
unstable, or one of many possible equilibria. Thus, if newly developedmonitoring capabilitiesor new informationabout
the greatercosts of war createa new, low
level-of-armaments equilibrium, simple
Cournot behavior may not lead to it.
Simultaneous behavior (i.e., nonCournot behavior) by both parties by
means of an explicit arms control agreement may be necessaryto get back to the
equilibriumencompassinglow levels of
expenditureson armaments.27
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optimal punishmentof criminals.Becker
(1968) and, more recently, Polinsky and
Shavell (1979) consider the possibility
that not all criminals are detected and
convicted;but they have not considered,
as I have here, the other type of errorthat innocent people may be convicted.
However, from society's (the detector's)
view, the possibilityof punishingan innocent person should be a very important
consideration.
In principal-agentrelationships there
may be imperfectmonitoring.An incumbent (agent) who voters mistakenly
believe has shirked(not actedin the interests of the majority)may lose an election,
and a shirkingincumbentwho votersmistakenlybelievehas implementedthe interests of the majoritymay be reelected.The
principal-agentliteratureassumesthat the
principal always acts according to its
monitoring equipment. It does not consider the possibility that the principal
might choose to ignore the information,
nor does it considerthe role of type 1 and
type 2 errors on the principal'sor the
agent'soptimalstrategies.29
As another example, consider OPEC
agreementsto limit production. There is
considerable potential for undetected
cheating.The failureto hold pricesin line
suggeststhat quotas are not being rigidly
adheredto. If there is imperfectmonitorExtensions to Other Areas
ing, verificationof OPECagreementshas
obvious similarities to the verification
The frameworkdevelopedhere can be
in arms control.
problem
appliedto otherareas,such as the punishFroma more generalperspective,theoment of criminalsand the accountability
rists have developedtwo separatemodels
of politicians. The main alteration is to
the elements of the two-by-four matrix. of behavior, one involving simultaneous
Clearly, differentobjectivefunctionsand play games and the other involving
sequentialplay. As shown here, imperfect
differentlevels of detection are likely to
alterthe payoff structuresand the optimal monitoring(in comparisonto no monitoring) alters the simultaneousgame into a
strategiesby the players.In particular,for
some applications,pure strategiesmight hybrid simultaneous-sequential game;
similarly, imperfectmonitoring(in comdominatemixed strategies.
It is insightfulto contrastthe approach parison to perfect monitoring) by the
second player in a sequentialgame alters
used in this paper with previous work
the pure sequential game into a hybrid
outside of the arms control literature.I
one. The
simultaneous-sequential
the
with
concerned
first considerresearch

The arms control agreementitself may
change the payoff matrix, thereby creating equilibriathat were not possiblein the
absenceof an agreement.Thus, by agreement, each side may allow the other side
to have on-sight surveillance (thereby
increasingP). As shown earlier,the probability of detectingincreasedarmaments
must be of a certainsize beforearmscontrol is better than no arms control. Both
sides may requireimproved monitoring,
and without simultaneousimprovements
in monitoringthe equilibriummay not be
achieved by Cournot behavior. Thus,
once again, verificationplays an important role. The recent International
NuclearForcestreaty may have been implementedbecauseof the increasedSoviet
willingnessfor on-sightinspection.
The agreementmay also involve the
simultaneous exchange of "hostages."28
Providing hostages without a quid pro
quo will typicallyhurt the hostage-giving
country. So Cournotbehaviorwould not
resultin an exchangeof hostages.Only an
agreementinvolving the simultaneousexchangeof hostagesby both partiesmay be
possible. The matrix of payoffs is then
changed (e.g., X21 is reduced), thereby
reducingthe benefitof increasedarms.
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methodology used here integrates these
two separatestrandsinto a more general
approach where one or both players
choose (if both, simultaneously)whether
to play the simultaneousor the sequential
game.

Conclusion
All actions, including arms control
agreements, involve some risk. I have
arguedthatrequiringa risk-freearmscontrol agreementis to make the wrong calculations.0 Rather, one must compare
expected utilities with and without arms
control. I have shown how to make the
appropriatecalculationsby developinga
game theory model incorporatingboth
simultaneous and sequential behavior.
The monitored country (R) knows that
the monitoring country (C) may detect
the monitored country's choice, albeit
imperfectly.The strategyof each country
takes this possibilityinto account as well
as the knowledgethat each side can replicate the other's thinking. I derive results
concerningoptimal levels of verification
and cheatingby each countryand demonstratethe inherentrandomnessof optimal
strategicbehavior.
I have providedtwo paradoxesof information that may occurwhen the evidence
is imperfect and both sides engage in
strategic behavior: (1) a player should
purposely ignore the evidence on occasion, even though the evidence is more
likely to be correctthan incorrect,and (2)
the better the information, the more the
player should ignore it. For arms control
in particular,this latter paradox implies
that improvementsin verification technology will lead to a greaterwillingness
to assume that the other side has not
cheated. Intuitively, the paradox is partially resolved in light of the realization
that the objectiveof the countryis not to
maximize the probability of making the
936

correct choice but ratherto maximizeits
expectedutility.
Since an arms control agreementis not
enforceableby a third party, why would
an agreementto go back to earlierlevels
be self-enforcingif the previouslevel was
not self-enforcingin the absence of an
agreement?The explanationis not found
in a change in attitude but rather in a
changein the payoff matrix.In particular,
improvedverificationcapabilitiescreated
by the agreement(suchas on-sightinspections) may significantly alter the incentives to cheat. In contrast, partial unilateral disarmament adjustments may
take place in the absenceof an agreement
if there is an improvementin monitoring
technology not requiringjoint action by
the countries.
In calculatingeach country's expected
payoff from the arms control game a
matrixarrayof costs and benefitsmustbe
determined. These include the cost to
country C and the benefit to country R
when R cheats (both with and without
detection),the cost to each countrywhen
one side is falsely accusedof cheating,and
the benefit to each country when there is
no cheating(and thereis no accusationof
cheating), as well as the probabilitiesof
failing to detect cheating and mistakenly
believing that cheating has occurred.
These costs, benefits, and probabilities
must be considered even by those who
undertakea less formalanalysis.
Although a matrix of cost-benefitcalculations is more complex than a simple
pair, this does not mean that empirical
hypotheses are impossible. In generating
empiricalpredictions,one can often rely
on ceteris paribus clauses. For example,
other things being equal, the less benefit
that a country gains from cheating and
the moreaccuratethe monitor,the greater
the likelihood that the particularweapon
will be subjectto an agreement.Sincedifferent weapon systems vary in their ability to be detectedand their effect on each
country'sexpectedpayoff, thereis a great
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potential to test the theoreticalrelationships developedhere.
Although the probabilityof the monitoring equipment'sgiving a false signal is
exogenous, the actual errorrate is shown
to be endogenous. The detector can improve its welfareby intentionallyignoring
the equipment.Equivalently,the detector
has a choiceof which point on the type 1type 2 trade-offcurve it will choose. To
choose the monitoring technology that
minimizestype 2 errorwould itself be in
error, since the appropriatemonitoring
technology maximizesexpectedutility of
the detector. Indeed, by observing the
chosen technology with its type 1 and
type 2 errors, future researchersmay be
able to infer somethingabout the utility
functions.
The endogeneity of behavior has
yielded numerous qualitative relationships. For example, improvement in
monitoring will result in a monitored
country'sbeinghonest more often and the
monitoring country's choosing a higher
rate of type 2 error (assumingthe other
side is honest when it is not). This latter
propositionmay also be tested.
Otherinterestingextensionsand refinements of this argumentare possible. For
example,the probabilityof detectionand
the cost to countryC of cheatingby country R may be a function of time or of the
degreeof cheatingby R. Also, the level of
armamentsmay be known within a range
rather than in terms of an honest-dishonestdichotomy.As a final example,the
analysisof type 1 and type 2 errorscan be
extendedto analyze the symmetriccase.
All of these issues can be incorporated
into the basic frameworkprovidedhere.
The large literature on arms control
verificationhas focused on the technical
aspects of monitoring.I have treatedthe
monitoring capabilities as given and
instead concentrated on the optimal
strategy, given certain levels of risk. I
have thus turned what appears to be
merely a technicalproblem into a question of political choice.
937

FigureA-1. The ExtensiveForm
of the SimultaneousGame
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Appendix A:
The Game in Extensive Form
In FigureA-1, I have drawn an extensive form version of the simultaneous
game. Startingat the root Of the tree, R
chooses a row; C chooses s/column without knowledge of R's choice (hence the
balloon aroundboth of R's choices, indicatingthat Cs informationset cannot distinguish between the two); at the end of
the game tree the X1joutcomes (when R
chooses i and C chooses j) are listed.
I next consider the extensive form for
the sequentialgame. Note that in Figure
A-2, R chooses a row, C is not able to
observe this choice, a noisy signal (ar) is
emitted, C observes this signal, and C
chooses a strategy, Ci (in the sequential
game the Ci are conditionalon the observation of the signal and stand for the columns in the simultaneous game). The
resultingoutcomesare denotedby Xi.
The extensive form game presentedin
FigureA-2 is only a partial characterizagame.
tion of this simultaneous-sequential
The complete characterizationinvolves
both FiguresA-1 and A-2 and is drawnin
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Figure A-2. The Extensive Form
of a Sequential Game

FigureA-3. Essentially,C has the option
of choosing the sequentialor the simultaneousgame without R's knowledge.

R

Appendix B
Proof of Proposition 2. I first look at the

1-

P

10

C

expected outcome when C chooses column4 and V = 1. The expectedoutcome,
when R chooses R1 with probability r1
and R2 with probabilityr2, is r1 times the
elementin row 1, column 4 plus r2 times
the elementin row 2, column4; that is,

Q

C
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Table A-1. The Symmetric Game
C Honest

Arms ControlAgreement

C Does Not Look
at Detector
C Assumes C Assumes
R Honest R Cheated
(C2, C2)
(C1, C1)

C Uses P% Detector
(C1, C2)

R honest
R assumesC honest
(R1, R1)

X11, Y11

R assumesC cheated
(R2,R2)
R uses P% detector

X33,

Y33

PX1I+
(1-P)X33,

(R1, R2)

PXI1 + (1 -P)X33,
PY + (1 -P)Y33

X33, Y33

X33,

Y33

X33,

X33, Y33

PYMI +
(1 -P)Y33
X21, Y21

R cheats

X33, Y33

C Cheats

X12, Y12

X33,

Y33

Y33

P2X11 + (1 -P2)X33,

PX33 + (1 -P)X2

P2Y11 ? (1-

PY33 + (1 -P)Y1

P2)Y33

PX33 + (1 -P)X21,
PY33 + (1 -P)Y

X33, Y33

Note: X21 > X1I > X33 > X12; Y12 > Y11 > Y33 > Y21.

+ r1X11 - r1WX1l - rjPX1j
+ r1PWX1l + r2QWX22 + r2QX21
-

r2QWX21

-

r2QX21.

+ r2X21

(A-1)

I will compare this outcome to the expectedoutcomewhen C choosescolumn3
with probability W' and column 1 with
probability1 - W', and R choose R1with
probabilityr'1and R2with probabilityr'2:
W')Xjj + r'W'[PX1l
+ (1 - P)X12] + r'(1 -W)X21

'(l-

+ r'W'[QX22 + (1-

Q)X21]

= rjXj- rrW'Xjj + r'WPX1l
+ rW'X 2- r'W'PXl + r~X21
-r2W'X21 + r'W'QX22
(A-2)
+ r2W'X21- r'WQX21.
Setting r' = ri and W = W', it is readily

establishedthat equations A-1 and A-2
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are equivalent.A similarprocess demonstratesthat a mixed strategybetweencolumns 2 and 3 is equivalent to choosing
column 4 with W = 1 and 0 < V < 1.
These mixed strategiesare superiorto a
mixed strategybetween columns1 and 2.
I will provide the intuition, which should
make the result obvious. Assume that C
chooses column 1 with probabilityP and
column 2 with probability 1 - P. If R
chooses rl, C's expected payout is the
same as it would be if C had chosen column 3 with probability1. However, if R
chooses r2, C's expectedpayment is PX21
+ (1- P)X22. This is greaterthan QX22
+ (1 - Q)X21, Cs expected payment
when C chooses column 3 with certainty
(and R has chosen r2), since P, Q > 1/2
and X21 > X22. Since C wants to minimize payments, column 3 dominatesthis
particular mixed strategy between columns 1 and 2. Hence, any other mixed
strategybetweencolumns1 and 2 is dominatedby anothermixedstrategybetween
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columns3 and 1 or 2.31 The rationalefor
R's takinga mixedstrategyis most apparent when C chooses a mixed strategybetween columns1 (or 2) and 3. No one row
dominates. ThereforeR chooses a mixed
strategy. QED

Y12if C has cheatedand not R). Note that
a and b mean that thereis only one strategy choiceby a playerif it has cheated,as
opposed to three strategy choices if the
player has not cheated.
3. X12 < Xj and Y12> Y, for allij *
12. This is the symmetricrelationshipto
X21, Y21.

Appendix C: The Symmetric
Game of Detection
with Imperfect Detection
I allow for imperfectmonitoringof C
by R, therebycreatinga symmetricrelationship between the two players. Looking at Table A-1, I make the following
additional notational conventions and
assumptions:
1. If eitherside is honestwith regardto
armscontrolbut believes, eitherby detection (possibly mistaken) or by assumption, that the other side has cheated
before it is too late to do anything about
it, the arms control agreementis broken
and the outcome reverts to that of no
armscontrol(X33,Y33).
Note that I assume
that the outcome of a failed agreement
will be X33,Y33;that is, I do not distinguishbetween the minor variationsin
X33, Y33as I did in the previous section.
Ignoringthese minor variationsallows us
to concentrateon the morecomplexissues
(however, the reader can readily extend
the frameworkof the analysis to include
these variations).
2. If one side has successfullyavoided
detectionof its violation until it is too late
for the other side to do anythingabout it,
the violator will present the other side
with the facts of its violation and make
demands on the other side based on its
superiorposition.32(a) If the other side
has also cheated, it will provide information that it too has cheated, and the outcome reverts to no arms control (X33,
Y33);(b) If the other side has not cheated,
the outcome reflects the relative advantage of the one side over the other (X21,
Y21if R has cheated and not C; and X12,
940

FromTable A-1, it is apparentthat column 4 dominates column 2 and row 4
dominatesrow 2; that is, an optimalstrategy will never involve assumingthat the
other side has cheated(withoutlooking at
the detectionequipment).Thus the matrix
can be simplifiedas in TableA-2. ForP <
1, once againone can expectthat randomized strategies will be undertakenwith
there being some positive probability of
each side's cheating and some positive
probability of each side's ignoring its
detectionequipment.

Appendix D: The Effect of
Monitoring Quality on
C and R's Behavior
Letting c1 stand for the probabilityof
Cs choosing column 1 and r1 stand for
the probabilityof R's choosingrow 1, Cs
expectedutility is
WC= c1r1Y11+ (1 - cl)r1[PYl1
+ (1 - P)Yy-3]+ cl(l -r)Y21
+ (1 - c1)(1 - rj)[PYy3

+ (1 - P)Y211.

(A-3)

First-orderinteriorconditionsfor C are33
WC

r1[PY11+ (1 - P)Yy3rjYj+ (1- r)Y21 - (1 - ri)[PYy3

+ (1=

P)Y211

r1(1 - P)(Y11 -YY3)
+ (1

-

rl)P(Y21 - Yy3) = 0.

(A-4)

I will make use of these first-orderconditions (equation A-4) in establishing the
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Table A-2. The Symmetric Game in a Concise Form
C Honest
C Uses P% Detector
C AssumesR Honest

Arms ControlAgreement
R honest
R assumesC honest

PXII + (1- P)X33,
PYII + (1 -P)Y33
P2X11 + (1 -P2)X33,

X11,Y11

R uses P% detector

PXII + (1
PYII + (1

-

P)X33,
P)Y33

P2Y11 + (1 -P2)Y33

X12,Y12
PX33 + (1 -P)XI,
PY33 + (1 -P)Y2

PX33+ (1 -P)X1,

X21,Y21

R cheats

C Cheats

X33,Y33

PY33 + (1 -P)Y1

Note: X21>

XI,> X33 > X12;Y12> Y11>

Y33 > Y21.

following equivalence and definitional
relationships:
rj(1

-

P) =

P(1

-

r1)

Y21

Y-3-

Y11

= K. (A-5)

PK
1-P

PK-riPK
1- P

-

rjPK
1-P

Equivalently,
rj(1 +
-

when K = 1, ri = P, and (4) as K in-

creasestoward infinity, r1 approaches1.
QED

-Y-3

We now turnour attentionto the relationship of r1 to K and P.
Proof of Proposition 4, Part 1. From
equationA-5 we know that [r(1 -P)]
[(1 - rl)P] = K. This relationshipcan be
solved for r1 by the following steps:
ri=

creases toward 0, r1 approaches 0, (3)

Appendix E
Proof of Proposition 5, Part 1. R's ex-

pected utility is
WR = cjr1Xjj + (1 - cl)r1[PX~l
+ (1 - P)Xy3] + cl(l - rj)X21

+ (1

-

cl)(1

+ (1

-

P)X21].

+ (10.

(1 -C1)[PX1

P)X-3-3]
-C1X21

- C(1-c)[PX!3
=

+ (1

-

P)X21]

(A-7)

In orderto find the effect of P on cl I take
the total differentialof equationA-7.

PK
1-P + PK
_______P
[(1 - P)/K]

C1X11 +

WR

PK

or

=

rl)[PX13

First-orderinteriorconditionsfor R are:

PK )=rj( 1-P + PK
1- P
1-P

1 -P

r,=

-

.

(A-6)

+ P

Fromthe last equalityit is clearthat (1)
as K increases, so does r1, (2) as K de941

-X21
[X11- PX11- (1 - P)X-3-3
+ PX!3 + (1 - P)X21]dC1
+ (1 - c1)(X11 - X3- X33
(A-8)
+ X21)dP = 0.
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Rearrangingequation A-8, I get the following relationship:
[(1 - P)(X11- X73) + P(X!3 - X21)JdC1
= -(1 -c1)(X11

- X3

(A-9)

On the right-handside of the equality, it
is clear that the sign of the expressionis
negative, since X11,X21 > X-3, X-3 by
assumption.I will show that the left-hand
side of the equalityis also negativeso that
an increasein P results in an increasein
c1. Earlier(in the conditionalstatementof
proposition3, part 2) I assumedthat
P(X11)+ (1 - P)X-3 > P(X-33)
+ (1 - P)X21.
(A-10)
Rearrangingequation A-10 I obtain the
following relationships:

0 > -PX11 + PX-3 + (1 -PX
-

X-3) = (1

-

X11+

> (1
-

-

-

P)(X11

P(X-3 -

-

X3)

Appendix F
Proof of Proposition 6. From proposition

3, if an armscontrol equilibriumexists, it
must involve mixed strategiesby C (betweencolumns1 and 3) andby R (between
rows 1 and 2). At equilibrium,R is indifferentbetweenrows 1 and 2. Fromrow 1
in Table 2, R strictly prefersX1i to PX11
+ (1 - P)Xs3.Therefore,the greaterthe
probability of C's choosing column 3 in
equilibrium,the lower R's expected utility. If the probabilityof C's choosingcolumn 3 were 1 (or very close to it), R's expectedutilitywould only be PX11+ (1 P)Xy3. But even under these circumstances, R's expected utility would be
greaterthan X33 by assumption.QED

Appendix G

P)(X11 - X33) + P(X33 - X21)

Proof of Proposition 7. At equilibrium,

the bracketedterm on the lefthand side of equationA-9.

Proof of Part2. In orderto find the effect
of a change in both X-3 and X-3 on c1 I
take the total differentialof equationA-7,
treatingthe changein X-3 as equivalentto
the changein X-3.
[(1 - P)(X11 -X13)
+ P(X!3 -X21)]dC
-(1

logic and is left to the reader.

X21)+ X21.

The last inequalityholds because X21 >
X11 by assumption. Thus, the left-hand
side of equation A-9 < 0, and P and cl
move in the same direction.

-

creases).QED
Proof of Part 3. This follows the same

-X3

+ X21)dP.

1/2 by assumption.Thereforeas X-3 and
X-3 increase (decrease),cl decreases(in-

-

cl)(1

-

C is indifferentbetweencolumns1 and 3.
This indifferenceis an immediateconsequenceof rearrangingthe first-orderconditions for C (equationA-3) as follows:
r1Y11 + (1

Once again the left-handside is negative.
The right-handside is positive since P >
942

rj)Y21 = r1[PY11

+ (1-P)Y3-]
+ (1-P)Y21].

+ (1

-

ri)[[PY3

(A-li)

In orderto calculateC'sexpectedutility, I
substitutePK/(1 - P + PK) for r1 (from
equation A-6) into the right-handside of
equationA-1.
WC=

2P)dX!3.

-

[PK/(1

+ (1+ [(1
+ (1

-

-

P + PK)]-[PY11

P)Y-3]
P)/(1 - P + PK)][PY-3-3
P)Y21]
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-

[P2KY11+ PKYy3 - P2KYy3
+ PY-y3- P2y3
- P + PK). (A-12)
+ (1-P)2Y2l]/(l
K_

Y-Y3-321

Y11 Y-

Substitutingthis expressioninto the first
and thirdtermsin equationA-12, I get
[p2yy3

-

p2y21

+ (1 + P2-

+ P

+ Yy3(KP

2P)Y21]/(l

= [Y-3-(KP+ P)
+ (1- 2P)Y2,]/(l

-

-

-

P2)

P + PK)

P + PK). (A-13)

Foran armscontrolequilibriumto be preferredby C to the equilibriumunder no
armscontrol, the right-handside of equation A-13 must be greaterthan Y33.QED

Notes
1. See Hirshleifer 1987 for an interesting comparison of sequential move games to simultaneous
move games. He does not incorporate both games
into one general game, as I do here.
2. While the words signal and detection have
been used in statistics, the analysis here is quite
different, since I analyze game playing by both
participants.
3. Many theoretical results depend upon the
relative size of the various parameters, the relative
size being determined by empirical studies.
4. If one row (or column) dominated another
row (column), there would be no need for detection
equipment, as the other side's optimal choice would
always be known.
5. These signals are not under any control by R;
rather, any action by R has some potential of being
observed.
6. The differing error rates, 1 - P and 1 -Q
correspond to type 1 and type 2 errors in statistics.
See Richelson 1979 for a discussion of detection vs.
false alarms.
7. At the top of column 1, vector C1, C1 indicates
that C chooses C1 whether a1 or a2 has occurred.
8. However, as will be shown, the best response
to ai is not choosing Ci with certainty.
9. The effect of exogenous changes on the strategies by R and C, such as the quality of the monitoring equipment and the size of Xii, can be derived.
For example, it can be shown that a reduction in the
probability of a type 1 error has the same qualitative
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changeon the strategiesof the playersas a reduction
in the probabilityof a type 2 error (see Wittman
1987).
10. This trade-offcurve is closely relatedto the
receiver operating characteristiccurve (used by
O'Neill[1988])whichtreatsthe probabilityof X12 as
a function of the probabilityof X22. One can also
view row's strategy as being deterministicrather
than random.Forexample,row 1 mightbe sending
10 planes north, while row 2 might be sending10
planes south. A mixed strategymight be to choose
row 1 with probability.6 androw 2 with probability
.4. The deterministicequivalentis to have 6 planes
flyingnorthand4 planesflyingsouth(assumingthat
thereare constantreturnsto scale).
11. In the post-World War II time period, the
Soviet Union did not publish truthfulpopulation
statisticsbecauseit fearedthatothercountrieswould
realize how weak it was in military manpower.
Some believe that the Soviets were againston-sight
inspectionin the pastbecauseit wouldhave revealed
that they were militarilyvery weak.
12. The phrase "C believes that R has cheated"
standsfor the phrasethat C undertakesstrategyC2,
which I assume is the best strategy given that R
cheats (R2). C2 may be the strategychoice arising
from eitherthe simultaneousgame or the sequential
game, thus "C believes"means C acts as if C believed that R has cheated.
13. X11 and Y11are functions of the economic
costs and politicalpower benefitsfrom armaments.
Fora discussionof thesefactorsand the appropriate
functionalforms see Wittman1987. An agreement
to eliminatenuclear weapons may actually make
both sides worse off if the probabilityof war increases substantiallywhen the threat of a nuclear
second strikeis absent. I will not discussthis possibility in greaterdetail, sincemy attentionis to cases
in which arms reductionis desiredby both sides if
fully enforceableand perhapsdesired even if not
fully enforceable.
14. While this is the perceivedproblem, arguments could be made to the contraryif the extra
militaryadvantagefrom cheatingon an arms control agreementwere outweighedby the extracost of
the armaments.
15. I assumethat the detection,if it takes place,
occursbeforeR can gainany advantageby cheating.
A moregeneralmodelmightmaketheprobabilityof
detectionand the cost to C fromR'scheatinga function of time. I will not consider these extensions
here, in order to preventthe analysisfrom getting
out of controlby consideringtoo manyalternatives.
16. Once again, I do not distinguishhow this
"belief"arose. If C chooses Ci, the outcome is the
same whether or not C looked at the detection
equipmentbeforemakingthe decision.
17. If R were not intendingto make use of its
arms, R's cheatingwould not hurt C. However, I
have assumed that C is honest. Therefore, there
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would be no gain to R in cheatingunless R were
intendingto use its arms againstC. Some authors
have arguedthatthe issueof verification(protection
againstcheating)is just a smoke screen.However,
for certainkindsof potentiallimitationsand certain
types of weapon systems, the ability to monitorat
all accuratelyis extremelyproblematical.Forexample, a cruisemissile(both in the testingstage and in
deployment)is harderto detectthan an ICBMsilo;
researchon "StarWars"weaponsis harderto monitor thanis theirtesting;and monitoringthe production of nuclearwarheadsis muchmoredifficultthan
detectingnuclearexplosionsin space. Indeed,Earle
(1986) argued that 85%-95% of the verbiage in
SALT II was devoted to the issue of verification.
Furthermore,
as I shallshow, an armscontrolagreementmay not achievean equilibriumdifferentfrom
the outcome encompassingno agreementunless
thereis a differencein verification.
18. It is possiblethat for propagandapurposesC
may engage in an arms control agreementeven
though it intendsto claim that R is cheatingsoon
after the agreementis made. This line of argument
suggeststhat assumption3 is incorrectand that the
reverseis true: Y33 < Y-3-3.The intentionalso suggests that Y33 > Y11.SinceI am investigatingsituations in which an honestlyheld armscontrolagreementis preferredto a situationof no armscontrol,I
will not considerthis possibilityfurther.
19. The approachused here is considerablydifferentfrom previouswork on verificationand arms
control.Bramsand Davis (1987)and Bramsand Kilgour (1986)assumethat R's primarygoal is to hide
the truth and Cs primarygoal is to discover the
truth.I posit differentgoals for R and C. Undermy
formulation,if R has been honest with regardto
arms control, it does not want to hide the truth.
These authorsdo not considerthe possibilitythat
detectionis a sequentialgamewith the detectormaking its move after observing(possibly with error)
R's choice. Brandsand Kilgour(1988, chap. 8) view
detectionas a type of deterrenceand the possibility
of using verificationas a threat, inducinga pure
strategyresponse.Fichtner(1986)has a modelwhere
the detectorworks perfectlybut is costly to use.
Maschler's1963model of a test ban agreementdoes
not considerthe choice betweenusing the detector
andnot usingthe detector,andhe specificallyavoids
probabilisticchoice by the participants.Thus, his
modeldoes not dealwith columns1, 2, or 4 of Table
2 but is similarto column3 (althoughthe probabilities and payoffsI use are only implicitin his model;
thus,he assumesthatthe UnitedStateswill not cheat
becauseit does not want to take the risk of being
caught). Furthermorehe makes differentassumptions. For example,to translateinto my model, he
assumesthat columnprefersan armscontrolagreement with cheatingby row (but not by column)to
the outcomein whichthereis no armscontrolagreement. Most of the other literatureon inspectionis
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cast as a gamein which one side (with a fixednumber of inspectionsavailable to it) maximizesthe
probabilityof catchingthe other side cheatingand
the other side minimizesthe probabilityof being
caught, given that it is going to cheat. Work by
Kuhn(1963)andDavisandKuhn(1963)fall into this
genre. Thus, the objectivefunctionsand the game
itself are considerablydifferentfrom that presented
here. Harsanyi(1967) applies the power index to
armscontroland no armscontrol,respectively,and
is not interestedin verification. McGuire (1965)
shows that in an uncertainworld, increasedarmaments are a substitute for increased knowledge
about the other side. Underarmscontrol, information aboutthe otherside'sarmsis provided,thereby
allowing for reducedarmaments.My work is thus
only tangentiallyrelatedto his.
20. I assumethatX-3 > X33. Withthe inequalities
reversed, there would be no pure strategy equilibrium.
21. See Wittman1987 for the proof of the sufficiencyconditions.Note that a mixedstrategyequilibriumneverinvolvesthe choiceof havingno arms
control. No arms control is a differentgame. Both
sides know whether they are in the arms control
game (with possiblecheating).
22. Improvedverificationcapabilities(higherP)
may have been the reasonwhy SALTI was implementedin 1972ratherthan earlier.
23. This is restatingProposition4, part 1 in a
slightlydifferentway. Sincer1 - P whenK = 1and
increasesas K increases,r1 < P for K < 1. Equivalently, 1 - r1 > 1 - P for K < 1.
24. Note that this is a necessarybut not sufficient
conditionfor an armscontrolagreement.Bargaining
over the terms of the agreementmay take a very
long time and in some cases may preventan agreement from being reached.See Wittman(1979)for a
discussionof necessaryconditionsfor an agreement
to end a war.
25. Aspin and Kaplan(1980)made similarstatements regarding SALT: "'Adequate verification'
meansverificationsufficientto assurethatthe uncertaintiesin verifyingan arms control treaty creates
fewer risks than those facing the UnitedStatesin a
world withoutthe treaty."
26. Of course,when detectionis difficultand the
cost of not detectingviolationsis high, an agreement
is less likely.
27. If simultaneousbehavior is not necessary,
technological changes in monitoring capabilities
may result in partial unilateraldisarmament.An
analysis of the choice between unilateral and
bilateralagreementsis a topic that deservesmore
attention.
28. The hostagesneednot be people.SeeWilliamson 1983.
29. Stiglitzand Weiss(1983)consideredthepossibility of (job) terminations,the analog to the dissolution of an arms control agreement.However,
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they did not considerthe possibilityof any errorin
detection.
30. In fact, I have shownthatan optimalstrategy
increasescertaintypes of risk.
31. Since R has only two pure strategies, an
optimal strategyby C would not involve a mixed
strategybetweencolumn4 (whichis, itself, a mixed
strategy)and anothercolumn.
32. See Katz (1980) for a depiction of such a
scenario after the USSR has violated the SALT
agreement.See also Tsipis, Hafemeister,and Janeway 1986.
33. The pure strategysolutions are cornersolutions.
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